
 

 

Dining on Porcupine 
 
this signal's 
tacit jingle: 
existence 
a commercial 
for death's eternal spectacle 
always all ways suicide 
as little archipelagos 
glow 
 
nightingale for sale 
yr plume in the room 
ushers our doom 
test-tube pie charts meet cadaverous day shards 
clocks unfurl marketed markets 
with neither rhyme  
nor reason 
which feels like treason 
for mind scintillating  
across pavement  
 
surely pave meant 
if days lent modular liaisons  
through verbal incantations  
vocab dangling piñata prepositions  
coffee and muffins mustering  
something  
 
erotic garbage lines the streets 
alive scarecrows through wires and poles 
scuttle as shuttles of meat hunk day 
 
such cost for light 
to inflect form from void 
for words 
to reveal themselves  
anew 
 
contours to wiggle 
another corporate sigil  
black sin all the rage 



 

 

promise of end 
touchstone for grey  
popular life strategy: play dead 
 
too often the flowerpot  
stock falling 
insides gnawing for 
elegies of innocence  
 
so often the flowerpot 
cracked from rock 
without foundation 
bouquet of the present 
peasants play hackey sack game 
skateboards clatter people chatter 
long grass sways 
 
single electron flash 
instantaneous dash 
everywhere 
ads jockey sucker punches 
for diverted attention and moolah retention 
 
modulate touch 
to spawn inarticulate hunch   
disguise upon disguise 
buttresses sunrise 
liminal tide through  
sewn blossoms and dome fossils 
nouns to investigate 
what yr name instantiates 
 
blue ghost fades 
in and out 
of selves 
cellular adumbrations 
comprising visage  
 
complete 
elite host 
survivor of the flame 
ever more prominent 



 

 

as this life wanes 
its ventricular rhapsody  
some call tragedy 
but each sinewy flex 
shall rectify malady  
 
absence the task 
so casket cracks 
 
polis is poll it 
sd jailkeeps, the ontic  
ontological chump change 
in today's political game 
but yr seeds in a sack 
source the black 
testicular ovaries  
torque all glory 
power made perfect in weakness 
the tragedy  
subsides 
metallic 2 ton chariots 
zip electric down the highway 
if cars can't poem what is? 
a herd of giraffes cross the road 
 
misty corpus christi 
salvation in a jiffy 
messianic gold fish memory 
appreciates difference  
between omnipotence and effortlessness 
privileged satanists fetishize the 6  
but 9 returns damage done for the fix 
(tricksters though masters of this) 
men serious as feminists 
should at least fornicate with dildos  
titillate viewers 
ensure for any carnal fuck 
each thrust is measured just  
 
devices to transact 
and enact our dance 
neologisms vital necessity 



 

 

Shakespeare invented over 1700 
common words 
are you  
another man's dream? 
 
grandmother rape 
violence tantamount 
to the skull fucking  
received each day 
you deny your capabilities  
letting Jim Flaherties and Donald Trumps run this world 
see how they erase 
the phantasm traced on   
a dove passing through a field of wildflowers  
 
jack and jill 
must take their pills 
fulfill God's will to 
netflix n chill 
 
composed, the rose  
is comprised and dies 
 
the sunlight felt time 
could resolve this bind 
but darkness designed: 
you ll always be mine 
 
deposed, the rose 
stays alive and enshrined 
better darkness intones: 
I ll always be yours 


